Sophos Threat Protection,
Monitoring, and Response for AWS
Accelerate your business, and ensure security is
the enabler for cloud transformation with a single
cybersecurity package fusing automated protection
and 24/7 managed threat response services for AWS.
Move Fast and Stay Secure

Highlights

Optimizing security and compliance posture, knowing which AWS service alerts to
prioritize, keeping data secure and private, and blocking advanced threats are high
priorities for all organizations, but these goals can be hard to achieve without specialist
AWS platform skills.

Ì AWS Level 1 Managed
Security Service Provider and
Advanced Technology Partner

Sophos is trusted by millions to provide powerful and effective cybersecurity solutions
that are specifically designed to be accessible and manageable for any organization.
Available in a single cybersecurity package managed from a central console, Sophos
provides protection of data, and AWS environments from the latest advanced threats and
vulnerabilities - helping organizations move fast and stay secure in the public cloud.

24/7 Protection and Monitoring of AWS Resources
As an AWS Level 1 Managed Security Service Provider and Advanced Technology Partner,
Sophos have worked with AWS to develop a single, comprehensive cybersecurity package
that combines endpoint, cloud workload, and network protection, vulnerability scanning,
inventory visibility, and compliance tracking — capabilities that are facilitated, improved,
and accelerated by artificial intelligence and machine learning.

Deployment Management
Our flexible approach means organizations control how the Sophos security package for
AWS is deployed and managed across cloud environments.
Ì Deploy and manage Sophos protection with an in-house IT security team.
Ì Allow Sophos to connect you with experienced Sophos Managed Security Partners.
Ì Sophos Professional Services Team can help with initial
deployment and conduct periodic security health checks†.

Ì Automate threat protection of
AWS environments
Ì Proactively prevent
misconfigurations and
security vulnerabilities
Ì Unlock greater value from
AWS CloudTrail and Amazon
GuardDuty services
Ì Combined cybersecurity
package at a fix price
Ì Available on AWS Marketplace
Ì Utilize budgeted security
spend to reach any AWS
contracted consumption
commitments

Sophos Threat Protection, Monitoring, and Response for AWS

Sophos Threat Protection, Monitoring,
and Response Package for AWS
Respond faster to security events related to your AWS environment with a single package combining
posture management and compliance, firewall, cloud workload and endpoint protection; Amazon GuardDuty
and AWS CloudTrail findings*; and the Sophos Managed Threat Response service to continuously monitor
AWS environments, analyze and triage security events.

Posture Management and Compliance
Sophos Cloud Optix helps proactively reduce business risk from unsanctioned activity, vulnerabilities,
and misconfigurations. Utilizing AWS CloudTrail and Amazon GuardDuty services Cloud Optix continually
monitors public cloud infrastructure. This provides organizations with visibility of deployed resources and
IAM roles to detect when AWS accounts and configurations do not align to security and compliance best
practices including CIS Foundations 1.2, HIPAA, ISO 27001, PCI DSS, and SOC2 standards.

Network and Application Security
Sophos High Availability Firewalls protect environments from known and emerging network threats and
maintain web-application availability. Save time deploying multiple network security products with an all-inone firewall solution including IPS, ATP, URL filtering, and bidirectional antivirus for WAF to protect webfacing applications. Combine Sophos protection with the AWS Shield service to detect malicious traffic in
real-time and reduce the attack surface in-line with AWS best practices.

Cloud Workload and Endpoint Protection
Sophos Intercept X with EDR provides automated advanced threat protection for endpoints, Amazon
Workspaces, and cloud server instances. Keep users, applications, and data safe from the latest
cybersecurity threats such as exploits and ransomware, while utilizing EDR to ask and answer IT operations
and threat hunting questions and take action to fix any issues.

Backed by a Dedicated Team of Security Experts
Automatically preventing the latest advanced threats is step one. The Sophos Managed Threat Response
service team receive telemetry from these Sophos products to enable 24/7 threat protection, monitoring
and response across the AWS environment. This experienced team detect the weaker signals - suspicious
behaviors and events - and prevent them from compromising your data and systems.

Modernize Cybersecurity Procurement with AWS Marketplace
Sophos Threat Protection, Monitoring, and Response package is available via AWS Marketplace to help
customers improve procurement processes to match the speed of cloud while maintaining governance, and
at the same time counting towards any AWS contracted consumption commitments already in place.

* Sophos package requires activation of AWS CloudTrail and Amazon GuardDuty services, which must be purchased separately
† Professional Service health checks are subject to regional availability. Please contact Sophos for more information.

Learn more or speak with an expert
sophos.com/aws-mssp
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